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The Performance 
Conundrum:

Getting the Right People 
On the Bus through 

Performance Forecasting
by Michael  Lombardo and Mari  Mar tin

“We must reject the idea—well intentioned, but dead wrong—that the 
primary path to greatness in the social sectors is to become more like a 
business.”

—JIM  C OLLINS , AUTHOR , GOOD TO G REAT  AND THE  SOCIAL  SECTOR S:  
A MONOGRAPH TO ACCO MPANY G OOD TO G REAT

F
or those who attended the plenary session at ICMA’s 2006 annual confer-
ence in San Antonio, Texas, these words from conference keynoter and au-
thor Jim Collins provided solemn comfort in an era of beleaguered budgets 
and the hue and cry to run your city “more like a business.” In fact, it may 
not be correct to presume a strong correlation between business and lo-

cal government practices and that businesses by and large are run e�ectively. As  
Collins points out, “many widely practiced business norms turn out to correlate 
with mediocrity, not greatness.”

 The primary purpose of this article is to focus on one key principle of Col -
lins’s that distinguishes great from good organizations—getting the right people 
on the bus and in the right seats on the bus. Leadership is more than developing 
annual business objectives and getting your people to buy in to those. Collins de-
termined that Good to Great executives did not focus �rst on where to drive the 
bus and then get people to take it there, but rather they “�rst got the right people
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Kolbe A index An assessment instrument designed by Kathy Kolbe that 
quantifies the degree of natural talent an individual pos-
sesses in each of four Action Modes™ and three Zones of 
Operation.

Kolbe B index An assessment instrument that measures self perceptions of 
job requirements.

Kolbe C index An assessment instrument that indicates the conative re-
quirements for success in a job as described by any third 
party, frequently a supervisor.

on the bus (and the wrong people 
off the bus) . . . a very simple idea 
to grasp, but a very difficult idea to 
do—and most don’t do it well.”

Why don’t we do it well? There 
are several reasons, but a significant 
reason is found in the hiring process 
itself. Many, if not most, managers 
make their final hiring decision based 
on the interview. During the interview, 
you internalize how a potential candi-
date relates to you, how the candidate 
responds under pressure to the various 
situations you present, and the overall 
response that you want or don’t want 
to hear to the interview questions.

This statistic may be startling to 
some, but research shows us that the 
interview predicts performance only 
14 percent of the time. Essentially, 
based on the interview alone, you 
have a low probability of selecting an 
employee who will become compe-
tent and productive in the position for 
which the employee was hired.

All managers would love to find 
the secret to always making the right 
hiring decisions and team assign-
ments. Obviously, there is no silver 
bullet, and most managers have the 
scars to prove it. So, what could help 
improve that percentage? Some psy-
chological testing tools can be help-
ful. But historically, these tools have 
focused on measuring only two of the 
three parts of the mind, the affective 
(feeling) and the cognitive (thinking) 
aspects, and only moderately raise the 
likelihood of a successful hire.

In small companies and most local 
governments, each new hire makes a 
significant impact on the organization 
as a whole. The adage “you become 
who you hire” should ring loudly for 
managers seeking to fill key positions. 
Although no perfect method exists for 
hiring the right person, additional tools 
can be used in conjunction with other 
traditional methods to improve the 
likelihood of finding the right person 
for the job. What has been missing is 
a tool that measures the third, and per-
haps the most elusive, component of 
the mind—the conative (pronounced 
ko-n e tiv), or instinctive, part.

In its simplest form, conation is 
our purposeful intention to act. It 

is the innate mode and method by 
which we strive toward a goal and 
our intrinsic knack for getting things 
done. It is separate from a person’s 
intelligence or personality type. Now 
there is a valid and reliable way to 
measure this missing dimension.

Kathy Kolbe of Kolbe Corpora-
tion developed the Kolbe Method of 
performance forecasting. The Kolbe 
Method is a statistically valid process 
to provide reliable information on 
how people will take action and be-
come engaged in their work. Job per-
formance predictions based on using 
Kolbe A Index with the Kolbe Right-
Fit™ selection system have a high 
correlation, 82 percent, with actual 
on-the-job success. This is based on a 
meta-analysis conducted by Dr. Ryan 
Thomas, president, College of Eastern 
Utah, of the cross-industry studies 
conducted by Kolbe Corporation. 

The foundation of the system com-
prises three Kolbe indexes: the Kolbe 
A™ index, the Kolbe B™ index, and 
the Kolbe C™ index. It is called the 
A/B/C approach.

The Kolbe A assessment is taken 
by an individual and provides a com-
mon vocabulary for understanding, 
using, and managing a person’s striv-
ing instincts. It describes the person’s 
innate or instinctive method of opera-
tion and approach to creative problem 
solving. It is an index, not a test, so 
there are no right or wrong answers. 
Each of the results provides for con-
tributions that are essential for orga-
nizations to succeed and establishes 
a common language to communicate 
with others more effectively.

Affective or emotional IQ tools will 
describe the adjectives about a per-
son, for instance, sincere, kind, social, 
and sensitive. Kolbe A, in contrast, 

Kolbe A index .82

Psychological testing score .53

Biographical data .37

Reference checks .26

Education .22

Interviews .14

College grades .11

Interest .10

Age -.01

Source: John E. Hunter and Ronda F. Hunter, “Validity and Utility of Alternative Predictors of Job 
Performance,” Psychological Bulletin 96, no. 1 (1984): 90. (Note: Source does not include data on 
Kolbe A index.)

Best Predictors of Job Performance
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describes the verbs about a person. 
To understand how an individual en-
gages in work, you must know that 
individual’s instincts.

Assessing and understanding the 
striving instincts of all employees will 
create a less stressful work environ-
ment in which the manager and the 
employee are more satisfied and more 
productive. It will maximize the tal-
ents of the team members, and it pro-
vides for higher levels of enthusiasm 
and personal job satisfaction.

Such an assessment predicts how 
team members will engage in projects, 
assignments, teamwork, and required 
tasks, so a manager has an under-
standing of why a project worked or 
not. By using Kolbe, you will also un-
derstand who should work together 
on specific projects and when a com-
bination could predict disaster.

Unlike cognitive and social style 
instruments, which vary over time, 
the Kolbe A provides the individual 
and the organization with reliable 
information about what is innate and, 
therefore, unlikely to change. This 
gives us new insight into individual 
and team performance because it is a 
measure of consistent, authentic, and 
sustainable talents.

When people get the results back, 
they are amazed at the accuracy. As 
Kolbe results are shared with individ-
uals and organizations, three things 
are commonly heard:

1. This is an extremely accurate rep-
resentation of the way I operate. 
You have nailed it!

2. I always knew this about myself, 
but I didn’t have this vocabulary 
for sharing my talents with others.

3. This is extremely relevant to my 
work. This describes exactly the 
situations we deal with in our or-
ganization. You’ve simplified our 
issues, and now we know how to 
manage them.

So what is Kolbe A? It is a series 
of simple questions and answers 
condensed in a Microsoft Windows®–
based software program that captures 
and isolates the conative part of the 
mind into four Action Modes and 

three Zones of Operation. The Action 
Modes are:

Each person has levels (rated on 
a 1 to 10 scale) at which they will 
use each of the four Action Modes. 
These Zones of Operation indicate the 
perspective through which a person 
naturally uses a zone. They are: 

•	 Prevent (1 to 3 on the index): how 
you won’t act or how you will pre-
vent problems.

•	 Respond (4 to 6): how you are 
willing to act or respond to oppor-
tunities.

•	 Initiate (7 to 10): how you will act 
or initiate solutions.

Using the Kolbe Method, people 
are often referred to by their Ac-
tion Mode numbers; each of us has 
four numbers—one in each Action 
Mode—that allow us to do our best 
and most creative work. The four 
modes together form a specific mode 
of operation called your Natural 
Advantage.™ There is no “can’t” in 
conation. We can solve problems us-
ing any of the 12 methods. Acting in 
line with your Natural Advantage, 
however, allows you to do your most 
creative and productive work.

We will instinctively begin the 
creative problem-solving process us-
ing our most insistent mode of initia-
tion. If your results were 7-2-8-3, for 
instance, your Natural Advantage is 
referred to as Entrepreneur, which 
means you initiate in Fact Finding 

Fact Finder Measures the probing instinct—the way we gather infor-
mation—leads to actions where we will research, analyze, 
review, justify, study, debate, assess, prove, detail, and docu-
ment.

Follow Thru The patterning instinct—the way we organize—leads to ac-
tions where we will create a sense of order, develop struc-
ture, organize, plan, coordinate, arrange, and complete.

Quick Start The innovating instinct—the way we deal with time and 
uncertainty—leads to actions where we will experiment, 
deviate, change, invent, risk, short cut, originate, brainstorm, 
challenge, and transform.

Implementor The demonstrating instinct—the way we seek tangible solu-
tions—leads to actions where we will fix, repair, transport, 
display, show, build, construct, practice, put together, and use 
physical effort.

Figure 1. Divisions of the Mind.
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(7), you prevent in Follow Thru 
(2), initiate in Quick Start (8), and 
prevent in Implementor (3). This 
entrepreneur leads with the innovat-
ing instinct strongly influenced by the 
probing instinct.

A person with the Natural Advan-
tage of entrepreneur prevents getting 
boxed in by staying open to alterna-
tives. This person’s ability to adapt to 
plans helps take advantage of oppor-
tunities. This person is challenged by 
immediate deadlines, thrives on sus-
penseful situations, and runs toward 
complex perplexities. The Fact Finder 
strength makes sure that time is not 
being wasted on low-priority tasks.

This is a person who fits best in a 
role where brainstorming is the norm, 
initiating change is expected, calculat-
ing risks a daily proposition, and data 
and research expected. The entrepre-
neur works best when it’s not neces-
sary to follow a routine, when the day 
is sporadic and varied, and when the 
person can work outside of stringent 
guidelines.

The Kolbe A results include 14 
pages of detailed analysis on a par-
ticular profile designed to enlighten 
the individual and allow managers to 
better understand employees both in-
dividually and in working with others 
in a team environment.

The Kolbe B assessment is taken 
by the individual and defines what 
that person perceives as current de-
mands of the job. This tool helps the 
individual, the manager, and the team 
member or coworkers understand 
the perceived talents necessary to do 
the job. Again, there are no right or 
wrong answers.

The A result and the B result can 
be compared and the similarities and 
differences can be immediately identi-
fied. When differences occur, it helps 
to recognize when job demands are 
counter to the instinctive talent of the 
job holder, and the level of stress this 
can cause. Kolbe, in this regard, is a 
coaching system and provides pre-
scriptions and recommendations to 
relieve this stress.

The Kolbe C index is an assessment 
that is taken by the immediate manag-
er but can also be completed by others 

Fact Finder Follow Thru Quick Start Implementor

Prevent Simplify Adapt Stabilize Imagine

Respond Explain Maintain Modify Restore

Initiate Specify Classify Improvise Build

Kolbe A Index Results Summary
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who have the knowledge and under-
standing of the requirements of the 
job role. This tool helps the immediate 
manager fully understand the require-
ments for successful performance in a 
certain job. It identifies the characteris-
tics needed for success from the point 
of view of the manager.

The Kolbe A result and C result are 
compared to identify the similarities 
and differences in how the person 
is instinctively performing and how 
close those results are to the manager’s 
requirements. Here too, large differ-
ences between the Kolbe A results and 
Kolbe C results can lead to points of 
stress, frustration, and lost productiv-
ity. The B and C results are compared 
to identify whether the individual and 
the manager are viewing the role in 
the same way.

Contemplate for a moment the 
following results from a human re-
sources director.

Notice that in two of the four 
Action Modes the employee is expe-
riencing stress (a difference of four 
or more in any mode indicates real 
stress on the job). The employee—the 
director of human resources who is 
developing a policies and procedures 
manual for the human resources 
department—knows that right now 
the task is to build some consistencies 
and structure within the organization. 
The HR director must be consistent in 
dealing with employee issues, but the 
director’s personal instincts prevent 
that. So this specific task is antitheti-
cal to the instincts of the director.

This director currently is not 
making a best effort, and in fact, the 
director senses that best efforts are 
not required now. The project is also 
taking much longer to complete than 
it should (one of the symptoms of 

someone working against the grain 
is procrastination.) This HR director 
thus seeks to prevent changes, new 
approaches, and innovative ideas, not 
initiate them.

Now compare the results of Kolbe 
B and Kolbe C. The HR director and 
the director’s manager have similar 
expectations regarding the require-
ments of the position, so there would 
not be stressors related to a difference 
of expectations. However, the HR 
director’s talents and instincts do not 
line up well with the requirements of 
the position, and both the HR direc-
tor and the director’s manager know 
this. Actually, the role has shifted over 
time, and new expectations have been 
focused around creating policies and 
procedures for a consistent human 
resources operating system.

This is not to say that the HR direc-
tor was incapable of doing the job. In-

 Kolbe A Index Kolbe B Index Kolbe C Index

Natural Strengths
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As Allegan County administrator, I realized that each of the 
12 department directors had natural strengths and abilities 
that contributed to their personal success and to the suc-
cess of the organization as a whole. Silo mentalities cropped 
up from time to time, however, and tension between de-
partments and among the department directors proved to 
be a stumbling block to policy and procedural changes and 
creating a fluid work environment. There also was mounting 
frustration between me and members of the management 
team that was difficult to diagnose. That is, until we discov-
ered and completed the Kolbe A index.

The results of the assessments revealed that seven 
members of the team had a Natural Advantage profile of 
strategic planner—they initiated with the probing instinct 
(red) followed by a strong patterning instinct (blue). These 
individuals were accustomed to collecting a lot of data and 
information, with a high degree of precision and detail. They 
asked questions frequently and thoroughly and made certain 
that errors were kept to an absolute minimum.

Their strength in Follow Thru meant that they expected 
to develop detailed, step-by-step plans for problem solving, 
worked best when handling tasks one at a time with few 
revisions to the process, and expected to follow standard 
methods to complete tasks. Needless to say, these depart-
ment directors were on the same page a majority of the 
time. Let me also point out that six out of seven of these 
individuals had a prevent (1 to 3) Action Mode for Quick 
Start (green).

The rest of the team rounded out with two research-
ers (they were initiating Fact Finders [all red]) and either 
response or prevent Action Mode for the other three cat-
egories. Two team members were mediators; they were in 
response mode to all four Action Modes.

And, finally, there was one systems analyst, similar in 
many ways to the strategic planners in the group but more 
prone to initiate with Follow Thru than Fact Finding. This in-
dividual also had a prevent Action Mode in Quick Start. Oh, 
and my Natural Advantage profile was that of entrepreneur 
(described in the article).

Once the results of our individual assessments were 
complete and the results were in, we held a day-long retreat 
where we had the opportunity to learn each others’ profiles 
and talk about what this meant in terms of self-evaluation 
as well as team dynamics. With 11 of 13 of us initiating Fact 
Finders, collecting data and information and expectation for 
accuracy were not much of a problem, although one individ-
ual was extremely long (9) in red and at times required sig-
nificantly more data and facts as part of the problem-solving 
process than other members of the team.

Another revelation was that eight of the department di-
rectors were short (1 to 3) in green (Quick Start) and long 
in blue (Follow Thru). With an initiating Quick Start of 8, I 
was willing to experiment and welcomed midcourse correc-
tions as soon as we realized something was not working as 
expected.

Most of my staff, however, was more resistant to sudden 
changes and reluctant to abandon a plan or process until it 
was followed through to the end. One of the biggest “aha” 
moments came when we were discussing a recent project 
on which several of the department directors and their staff 
had been working. There came a point in implementation 
where I and many of the team members realized that the 
process was not heading in the direction we had hoped for 
and that we needed to shift direction. A few took this to 
mean that I did not trust their work and was being critical, 
although this was very far from the truth.

Using a cooking analogy and providing a common ground 
outside of a work example for dialogue, I asked them to 
take a moment to describe the process they use to cook. 
It didn’t take a lot of thinking for them to launch into a 
detailed explanation about measuring the ingredients and 
following the recipe step by step. Satisfied that the meal 
was on the table, they looked back at me as if to say “okay 
mister . . . how do you do it?” I smiled and said, “For me, 
there is no recipe!” They looked on in astonishment as I ex-
plained that for me the recipe was a guideline; the quantity 
of a particular ingredient was based on individual taste and 
preference and to varying degrees many ingredients were 
interchangeable (if you didn’t have broccoli maybe green 
beans would do).

The important discovery was that each of us takes a dif-
ferent set of instincts and innate traits with them to the 
workplace. These instincts and traits influence job satisfac-
tion and create differences in problem solving that influ-
ence team dynamics and cause potential communication 
problems. Kolbe A provided a deeper understanding of our 
distinct modes of operations and common vocabulary for 
understanding the differences. As a result, project planning 
became more fluid, communication problems diminished, 
and a more cooperative work environment ensued. When 
Kolbe A is matched with Kolbe B and Kolbe C, even greater 
progress can be made.

As an aside, Kolbe A also provides the same type of “aha” 
discoveries in the home environment.

—Michael Lombardo, consultant, Hamilton, Michigan,  
and former county administrator, Allegan County, Michigan 

(michael.lombardo@chartermi.net)

Case Study: Allegan County, Michigan
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stead, in attempting to meet job expec-
tations, the HR director was working 
against personal, natural advantages. 
The stress and frustration would not 
likely diminish unless the demands of 
the job changed or certain tasks could 
be delegated to someone else.

These comparisons provide an ob-
jective tool to enhance dialog, provide 
clear expectations for performance, 
and make giving and receiving feed-
back a more useful way to ultimately 
improve performance. In the prior ex-
ample, the HR director used the Kolbe 
A index to identify other professions 
that were innately more suitable, and 
changed careers. (The former HR di-
rector currently is a success as the ex-
ecutive director in a large continuum 
of care organization.) In addition, the 
manager of the HR director was able 
to use Kolbe as part of the recruitment 
process to identify candidates whose 
natural advantage was well suited to 
the current role expectations.

It’s no secret that our organizations 
are going through dramatic changes, 
and the jobs that people do are con-
stantly evolving. More often, we move 
people from project to project and 
create teams to tackle increasingly 
complex issues. Because budgets are 
tight and our customers demand more 
innovation, higher quality of service, 
and shorter cycle times at lower costs, 
individuals and teams must complete 
their work and meet expectations in a 
compressed time line.

Getting the right people on the 
bus and in the right seats has become 
mission critical to effective service de-
livery. Collectively, the Kolbe Method 
provides simple, easy-to-use tools to 
build a workforce that is engaged and 
energized. Most organizations spend 
their time and resources training em-
ployees to do what they instinctively 
will not do.

A far better strategy is to identify 
what people will or would be willing to 
do and then make certain they spend a 
considerable portion of their time do-
ing those things. With a validity of 82 
percent in predicting job performance, 
perhaps this is the elusive missing link 
in “getting the right people on the bus 
and in the right seats!” PM
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When Al Vanderberg became county administrator of Ottawa County, Michigan, 
in December 2003, he inherited an executive team of seven. Some of these in-
dividuals embraced change and others were reluctant, claiming that the execu-
tive team had already looked at all possible ways to deliver services. Noting 
disconnects with staff and a chasm between the change and nonchange elements, 
Vanderberg hired Performance Strategies Group, Inc., to evaluate the executive 
team.

Not surprisingly, the results indicated that four members of the group have 
strong green or Quick Start characteristics and the other four members had 
very low green characteristics. That explained the inclination for change for 
some and the aversion to change for others. In fact, an average difference of four 
gradations between the change and nonchange elements showed that the non-
change elements are instinctually wired to resist change.

All eight members of the team have strong Fact-Finding scores, and that be-
came the safe zone for communication among team members. If facts warrant 
that change should be pursued, the nonchange element acquiesces. If facts dic-
tate that the current state should be maintained, the change agents stay put.

Within departments, Kolbe has provided managers with a management tool 
and valuable insights into the innate communication and work styles of em-
ployees, which has allowed for tailoring and customization of communications, 
coaching, and work directives. The county has experienced reduced turnover, 
improved workflow, and enhanced setting of expectations between manager and 
employees in one department.

Kolbe has also been used in the hiring process for four executive-level posi-
tions during the past year and a half. Using the Kolbe system in conjunction with 
typical hiring procedures and psychological testing has provided valuable insight 
into the strengths and weaknesses of candidates as well as refined the projec-
tion as to their fit with the management team and the organization. Each of 
these hires has resulted in successful transitions for the county.

—Al Vanderberg, county administrator,  
Ottawa County, Michigan (avander@co.ottawa.mi.us)

The Ottawa County Experience

county administrator of Allegan County, 
Michigan (michael.lombardo@chartermi.
net). Mari Martin is principal, Performance 
Strategies Group, Inc. (PSG), Holland, Michi-
gan (mari@psgteam.com).




